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You'll also learn more about SQL Server 2005 XML features, XML serialization, and XML Web services. You'll see how XML can be used to increase application efficiency and reach. Two helpful real-life case studies used throughout the book demonstrate the many ways that XML documents can be created, transformed, and transmitted to other systems using ASP.NET.      

What you will learn from this book     

	How to read and write XML data
	Advanced Web service concepts such as SOAP headers and extensions
	Using XmlSerializer to serialize XML documents as XML data
	Techniques to build programs or scripts that create, read, and update settings in web.config and machine.config files
	How to create an XSD schema in Visual Studio® 2005
	Tips on working with typed and untyped data type columns
	How to get a head start with Microsoft's new "Atlas" Ajax technology for ASP.NET and XML


Who this book is for     

This book is for intermediate to experienced programmers who are already familiar with XML and want to gain a clear understanding of ASP.NET development. Some basic knowledge of C# is necessary.      

Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.          

       About the Author
   Thiru Thangarathinam (Chandler, AZ) is an Application Architect at Intel Corporation, specializing in .NET technologies. He has been a contributing author to several Wrox books, most recently "Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 Databases Beta Preview." He is well-published on ASP.NET 2.0, .NET 2.0 and related technologies in leading online and print publications such as Developer, 15Seconds, ASPToday, Visual Studio.NET Developer, Hardcore VB.NET, DevX, Intel Developer Services, aspnetPro, FTPOnline, SQL Server Professional, and MSDN.            
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Mixed-signal and DSP Design Techniques (Analog Devices)Newnes, 2003

	The reader is provided with information on how to choose between the techniques and how to design a system that takes advantage of the best features of each of them. Imminently practical in approach, the book covers sampled data systems, choosing A-to-D and D-to-A converters for DSP applications, fast Fourier transforms, digital filters,...
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Abortion Counseling: A Clinician's Guide to Psychology, Legislation, Politics, and CompetencySpringer, 2007

	The majority of women who have had abortions report feeling happy, satisfied, and relieved following their abortion. Some few women who have had an abortion may experience some feelings of guilt and sadness; however, this rarely lasts longer than a few days. Those very few women who present with prolonged feelings of sadness and mental health...
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Discourse Analysis and the Study of Classroom Language and Literacy Events: A Microethnographic PerspectiveLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
With this book, Bloome et al. bring to bear powerful, dynamic theoretical and methodological lenses that, through careful discussion and analysis, serve to extend the fields of literacy studies and educational ethnography in terms of both clarity of terminology and warranted methodology....this volume is one starting point to look at power...
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RF Measurements for Cellular Phones and Wireless Data SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Consult RF Measurements for Cellular Phones and Wireless Data Systems, the only source for practical, real-world information on radio frequency (RF) measurements for cellular phones and wireless data systems. Find a review of basic RF principles and terminology, descriptions of RF measurement equipment, an explanation of the RF devices...
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MEMS and Microstructures in Aerospace ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005

	The promise of MEMS for aerospace applications has been germinating for years, and current advances bring the field to the very cusp of fruition. Reliability is chief among the challenges limiting the deployment of MEMS technologies in space, as the requirement of zero failure during the mission is quite stringent for this burgeoning field....
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Oracle CRM On Demand Deployment Guide (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	In less than a decade, the online delivery of software has transformed
	the business software landscape. The concept of online delivery is
	simple: A software company develops an application, hosts the
	software on its own servers, and makes it available to companies over
	the Internet. Companies sign up to use the application and pay for...
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